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Featured Application: The results obtained show the huge potential of immersive technologies
in supporting dental treatment, in particular endodontic procedures. The proposed solution en-
ables a combination of the image, in fact, a 3D hologram, which is visible in Microsoft HoloLens
2 goggles with the enlarged image obtained in a surgical microscope. The plans include con-
necting the microscope’s video track with HoloLens 2 goggles, which would act as a receiver.
In this case, the dentist has the opportunity to perform the procedure and at the same time an-
alyze the 3D model of the treated tooth as well as two-dimensional X-ray images or CT scans.
AR/MR-based solutions may contribute to an increase in the effectiveness and shorten the time
of endodontic treatment.

Abstract: The priority of modern dentistry is to keep patients’ teeth for as long as possible. Tooth ex-
traction is a procedure performed as a last resort when conservative methods and endodontic surgery
procedures have not brought the expected results. As a consequence, the number of patients in dental
offices, who require first and repeated endodontic treatment, is increasing. Thus, the development
of new technologies in the medical industry, including microscopy, computer tomography (CT), as
well as diode and neodymium-YAG-erbium lasers, enables dentists to increase the percentage of
successful treatments. Moreover, mixed reality (MR) is a very new technology, in which the 3D view
can help plan or simulate various types of tasks before they will be carried out in real life. In dentistry,
3D holography can be applied to display CT data to plan endodontic treatment. The most important
element in effective root canal treatment is the precise imaging of the root canal. The CT scans allow
dentists to view the anatomy of the patient’s tooth with much higher precision and understanding
than using 2D radiography (RTG-radiographic photo) pictures. Recently, the development of new
3D technologies allows dentists to obtain even more data from existing CT scans. In this paper,
the CT scan data were applied to generate patient teeth in 3D and simulate the view of the root
canal’s anatomy in MR devices, i.e., Microsoft HoloLens 2. Using DICOM RAW data from the CT
exam, we generated a 3D model of the jaw with a tooth. In the next step, the crown of the tooth was
removed in a similar way to how a dentist would do this using a dental handpiece. Furthermore, all
root canals were cleaned of everything inside. This way we achieved empty tunnels, namely root
canals. Finally, we added appropriate lighting, similar to the type of lighting that dentists use. The
proposed approach enables to display of the root canals in the same way as during the endodontic
procedure using a microscope. It allows for the visualization of the root canal and changing its
direction, in which dimensional accuracy is crucial. It turns out that mixed reality can be considered
a complementary method to the traditional approach, which reduces the amount of time for the root
canal treatment procedure by up to 72.25%, depending on the complexity of the case, and increases its
effectiveness. Thus, the mixed reality-based system can be considered an effective tool for planning
dental treatment.
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1. Introduction

The development of minimally invasive dentistry has made it possible to preserve
natural teeth for many [1]. The number of teeth requiring primary or secondary endodontic
treatment is growing. Secondary treatment is considered more difficult and is associated
with a lower percentage of successful treatments and a higher number of complications.
The development of new technologies, including new tools to improve diagnosis and root
canals treatment, such as new generations of rotary files, surgical microscopes, computed
tomography, and diode and neodymium-YAG-erbium lasers, enables dentists to reduce the
failure rate [2]. Many factors influence the efficiency of both types of endodontic treatment
(primary and secondary), including the most important one, namely, the precise imaging
of the root canal system, tooth root, and surrounding tissues [3–5]. The commonly used
technique in endodontic treatment is two-dimensional (2D) dental radiographs [6]. In
turn, two-dimensional images of three-dimensional areas inevitably lead to the loss of
information. More information about tooth anatomy is introduced by the application of
cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) in three-dimensional (3D) endodontics [3,7–12].
As a consequence, performing CBCT can have a huge impact on decision-making during
the diagnosis and planning of endodontic therapy, especially in complicated endodontic
cases [13,14]. Taking into account these reports, the European Societies of Endodontics
supports the use of CBCT in endodontic treatment, as long as the ALARA (as low as
reasonably achievable) principle is followed [15]. The failure of previous treatment proce-
dures, which were caused by difficulties related to anatomical abnormalities or iatrogenic
actions (perforation, broken file), influenced the decrease in the treatment efficiency [14].
Using a 3D hologram based on CBCT, the dentist can visualize the real anatomy of the
tooth, including hidden curves, calcifications, perforations, or other structures, such as
broken tools. Thanks to such detailed diagnostics and case analyses, it is possible to reduce
iatrogenic errors during procedures using hand or rotary files. If the hidden curvatures of
the root canal are not properly recognized, they lead to an increased load on the instrument
and may lead to its fracture.

Immersive technologies, including virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and
mixed reality (MR), offer new possibilities for imaging root canals [16–20]. The application
of VR for root canals was presented by Mladenovic et al. [21]. Eleven students used a
virtual simulator, i.e., Dental Simulator v1.13 for iOS and Android in the Serbian language,
for learning how to perform local anesthesia during the COVID-19 pandemic. Immersive
technologies can also be applied to the planning of maxillofacial procedures and surgery
training [22] or aesthetic dentistry [23]. An interesting case of the application of AR in
dental care, namely, one patient with multiple missing teeth, diastemata, and impaired
masticatory, as well as phonetic ability, was presented by Touati et al. in [24]. It turned out
that the use of AR improved communication between the dentist and the dental technician.
In turn, the combination of CBCT and AR in the area of navigation of dental implant
placement was shown by Ma et al. [25]. First, the method was developed on a model and
then verified experimentally on a single volunteer. In turn, Katić et al. showed an accuracy
of 85% in mandibular visualization with AR technologies [26]. It turns out that the use of
immersion technology saves time with no loss in navigation accuracy. The mixed reality
was also proposed to create anatomical structures intraoperatively in oral and maxillofacial
surgery by Dang et al. [27]. The method was validated experimentally for both a pig jaw
and one patient operation, i.e., the case of a maxillary cyst next to the root of tooth 13.
Moreover, AR technologies may also be helpful in anesthetic injection [28]. The paper
shows this in the example of training students, specifically a group of 21 participants.

In our previous paper, we concentrated on dental education with the application of
MR, namely, implementing Vertucci’s classification of dental root morphology to run in
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a Microsoft HoloLens 2 MR goggles-based dental course [29]. In this paper, we propose
an MR-based supporting system for root canal treatment. The root canal holograms were
obtained from CTs of teeth to provide an efficient supporting tool in root canal treatment.
We consider the five case studies to demonstrate the potential benefits of the MR-based
technology application in dental treatment.

2. Materials and Methods

This study was approved by the ethics committee of the Jagiellonian University Medi-
cal College under 1072.6120.276.2020, as well as by the ethics committee of the Liderdent
Centrum 14/KBL/OIL/2022.

2.1. Root Canal Treatment

Prior to treatment as well as during the whole procedure, the analysis of computed
tomography scans was performed. The opposite of a 2D X-ray, this is a procedure that
requires time to carefully evaluate each plane. To obtain a precise radiological image, a
pantographic curve should be drawn, as shown in Figure 1. The analysis of each of the
resulting planes: transverse, longitudinal, and axial, can be carried out with an accuracy of
0.1 mm. Table 1 lists the items that are assessed pre-treatment on CBCT scans.
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Figure 1. The CT scan of a tooth with a pantographic curve, with the blue line marking the angle and
perspective for the front view, can be generated separately. The red line marks the pantographic curve.

Table 1. Parameters of the patient’s tooth condition are assessed based on cone beam computed tomography.

Axial Plane Transverse Plane Longitudinal Plane

Location of the root canal
orifices at the bottom of

the tooth chamber

The curvature of the root canal
in the buccal-lingual/

buccal-palatal dimension

The curvature of the root canal
in the mesial-distal dimension

Axial and Transverse Planes

Connection of two canals, e.g., MB1 and MB2, or buccal and lingual lower molars

Transverse and Longitudinal Planes

Location of the perforation concerning the length of the root canal

Distance of the broken file from the root tip

Axial, Transverse, and Longitudinal Planes

Uniformity of the filling material

The presence of a broken file

The presence of perforations

The presence of obliteration and calcification
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To diagnose the case and choose an effective treatment method, it is necessary to
carefully analyze each of the planes, which are presented in Figure 2. In the upper right
window, the CT scanner application software generates a three-dimensional image of the
bone structure with teeth. However, root canals are not visible here. In the next step,
based on CT, a three-dimensional computer model of the bone structure (i.e., tooth and
alveolar bone) is prepared. In the remaining three windows, pictures of the examined
tooth’s cross-sections (namely, axial, transverse, and longitudinal) are visible.
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Figure 2. The procedure leading to the creation of a three-dimensional bone model is (a) a CT scan,
axial tooth’s cross-sections, (b) a three-dimensional image of the bone structure and teeth; yellow:
axial plane, green: longitudinal plane, pink: transverse plane, (c) tooth’s transverse cross-sections,
and (d) tooth’s longitudinal cross-sections.

In this paper, we concentrate on root canal treatments, in particular, on five different
case studies. The first case concerns the endodontic treatment of tooth 17 with carious pulp
exposure. The second case is in connection with the treatment of tooth 16 due to periodic
pain., The third is the prosthetic reconstruction of tooth 15 and implant placement in the
position of tooth 14. Case study four reported a supragingival fracture of tooth 11, and case
study five is the retreatment of tooth 46 due to incomplete canals and the presence of a
broken instrument in the mesial lingual canal. The input to the proposed supporting system
is a panoramic X-ray and computed tomography of the maxilla and mandible. During these
activities, time was measured for each case separately, mainly in the traditional approach,
as well as the proposed solution. In this study, we do not consider a comparison with the
control group. In all calculations, which are included in the analysis, the same canals were
compared in the transverse CT plane and on 3D models. As a comparative parameter, the
time when using MR and the time when using traditional methods was recorded. Both
were measured with a stopwatch.

2.2. Mixed Reality-Based Solution

In this paper, we proposed an advanced computer system to support endodontic
treatments, which is designed to run using MR goggles, i.e., the Microsoft HoloLens 2. It
enables visualization of root canals and active interaction with them using eye movement
and gestures. The system operates on the CT scan data, which were used to create 3D
models. In the next step, the developed models were displayed on a Microsoft HoloLens
2 device to allow dentists to evaluate the root canals of the teeth. In Figure 3, the scheme
of the development of the 3D model is shown, while Figure 4 presents the MR- based
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system to support endodontic treatments. The dentists have the option to rotate, scale,
and move generated tooth models using HoloLens 2 standard gestures that are similar
to the ones used in a real environment, to catch something and manipulate it. Users
have almost real experience in using the application without the need for advanced and
time-consuming training in using applications. The 3D models were developed and
implemented in Autodesk Maya and exported to Unity. Finally, the 3D holograms are
displayed in the Microsoft HoloLens 2 MR goggles. It turns out that the proposed approach
allowed us to view more information at the same time than when using 2D pictures or 3D
pictures. The 3D models displayed using Microsoft HoloLens 2 allowed users to see more
and have a much better understanding of the complicated 3D structures.
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3. Results

Various types of software and hardware tools are required to develop and visualize
holographic 3D models. In terms of hardware, the system is designed to run on Microsoft
HoloLens 2. The structural models of teeth and root canals are reconstructed by a developed
Python application and the models are exported into Unreal Engine (Epic Games, Potomac,
MD, USA). To create the holographic 3D models of patients’ teeth, which are presented
in Figure 5, DICOM RAW data from CT scans were used. By applying semi-automated
algorithms, the CT scan is segmented. Every elementary volume component (i.e., voxels
or Hounsfield units) of the CT scan is labeled manually and then processed. Here, the
fill-between-slices algorithm was used. The application, which enables the creation of
3D holograms, was written in Python, see Figure 6. In the first step, a CT scan (DICOM
data) was loaded. Next, each layer was reviewed to obtain the required range of minimal
and maximal values for the entire CT scan. The values obtained are applied to select the
appropriate range to obtain the best quality model. For example, the range of 0–50,000,
where 0 denotes a black color and 50,000 white colors. The created range selection enables
us to decide which pixels should be skipped in the generated model. It can be compared
to printing black pictures on white paper. The printer is only placing black ink in black
spots on white paper and skips everything where it should print in white color. Creating
3D models is the same situation. We decide which color values from the DICOM pictures
should be used for creating the model and which are skipped as empty spaces.
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Figure 6. The screenshot of the application enables the creation of 3D holograms based on the CT
scan (DICOM data).

In Figure 6, the model is created with values in the range of 2350–32,246, the selected
pixels are marked red on an example preview of one CT layer. The values can be amended
until the 3D model preview returns the best-quality model. Following that, we can run
“cleaning” and smoothing algorithms. The final result is converted into OBJ format which
is used to export the model to Microsoft HoloLens 2. To achieve the best quality and
performance, a new HoloLens 2 project is created using the Unreal Engine application.
Then, the Unreal new HoloLens 2 project obj file is configured with the created model.
Next, we need to add appropriate lighting to view the model correctly and save the project
at the end so it can be installed and run on a HoloLens 2 device.

3.1. Case 1—The Endodontic Treatment of Tooth 17 with Carious Pulp Exposure

Figure 7 shows the analysis of the root canals in the transverse plane. Each image was
analyzed separately. The colored lines indicate the canals visible on the scan. The plane
was slowly moved with mouse clicks to show the subsequent sections of the canals, which
were then marked with different colors. Each of the canals required the summation of at
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least two values to approximate the entire length of the root canal. The most complicated
turned out to be the distal palatal canal, which required summing up the individual lengths
from five scans. Table 2 presents the minimum number of scans for each root canal needed
to analyze its entire course and shows the percentage of the length of the canal visible on
the scan.
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Figure 7. The CT scan of the tooth was used for the analysis of the root canals in the transverse plane,
in the case of tooth 17 with carious pulp exposure.

In the first case, the patient was referred to endodontic treatment, while in tooth 17,
carious pulp exposure was detected. It was a deep subgingival carious lesion. Thus, the
patient considered extraction and implant placement, and as a consequence, the patient
was referred for microCBCT. Upon analyzing the scans together with the patient, a decision
was made to perform endodontic treatment. On the CT performed, four roots with canals
of significant curvature are visible. All four canals were chemomechanically prepared and
filled. Finally, the endodontic treatment was successful. The procedure was performed
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without any complications thanks to the high accuracy of recognition of the course of all
four tooth canals. The 3D of tooth 17 with carious pulp exposure was shown in Figure 8.

Table 2. The minimum number of scans for each root canal needed to analyze its entire course and
the percentage of the length of the canal visible on the scan, in the case of tooth 17 with carious
pulp exposure.

Type of Root Canal The Number of Shots Needed to
Visualize/Evaluate the Entire Root Canal [pcs.] Length Visibility of r Per Picture [%]

Canal mesial buccal 3 67.00; 21.00; 12.00

Canal distal buccal 2 79.00; 21.00

Canal mesial palatal 2 78.00; 22.00

Canal distal palatal 5 40.00; 13.00; 9.00; 19.00; 19.00
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3.2. Case 2—The Treatment of Tooth 16 Due to Periodic Pain

In the presented case, the patient was referred for repeated endodontic treatment due
to periodic pain in tooth 16. The CT scans are presented in Figure 9. It shows underfilled
canals and an inflammatory change in the periapical tissues. Treatment in rubber dam
isolation under microscope magnification began with the removal of the composite cement
from the tooth chamber. The mouths of three canals were located. The palatial and mesial
buccal canals were cleared. Patency of the distal buccal canal was not obtained. Despite the
use of a surgical microscope, due to the curvature of the canal, the cause of the obstruction
was not determined. Thus, computed tomography images, which are shown in Figure 9,
enabled the identification of a broken file in the apex of the root, the fragment of which
extends beyond the apical foramen. There is a high probability of pushing a broken
instrument into the maxillary sinus if an attempt is made to remove it. Based on these
CT scans, a 3D model of the tooth with marked canals and a broken file was created. The
resulting hologram could be enlarged, reduced, and rotated. Thanks to the ability to assess
the curvature of the canal simultaneously in three spaces and the position of the broken
instrument, it was possible to adjust the appropriate tool to bypass it. An ultrasonic tip was
used on which a Miller probe was mounted. The tip of the tool was bent at an appropriate
angle and inserted along a specific path after analyzing the hologram of the distal canal.
This was made possible by combining real-world images (Miller’s needle) with digitally
generated virtual objects, namely, 3D tooth holograms, as in Figure 10. As in the first case,
Table 3 shows the percentage share of individual CT scans in the visualization of the entire
path of each root canal.
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Figure 10. The 3D hologram of tooth 16, is subjected to endodontic treatment due to periodic pain.

Table 3. The minimum number of scans for each root canal is needed to analyze its entire course and
the percentage of the length of the canal visible on the scan, in the case of the treatment of tooth 16
due to periodic pain.

Type of Root Canal The Number of Shots Needed to
Visualize/Evaluate the Entire Root Canal [pcs.] Length Visibility of r per Picture [%]

Canal mesial buccal 3 60.00; 24.00; 16.00

Canal distal buccal 3 62.00; 23.00; 15.00

Canal palatal 3 35.00; 30.00; 35.00

3.3. Case 3—The Treatment of the Tooth 15

In this case, the patient reported for the prosthetic reconstruction of tooth 15 and
implant placement in the position of tooth 14. CT was performed. Tooth 15 was treated
endodontically with incomplete canals and a periapical lesion was qualified for retreatment.
Two canals are visible on the CT, which merge into one near the apex, as shown in Figure 11.
On the 3D hologram, the location of the point where the two canals merge and the further
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course to the apex were assessed, as shown in Figure 12. Under the magnification of the
microscope, the filling material was removed, the canals were cleared, a rotation system
was used to widen the canals and the final material was filled. Following the procedure, a
control two-dimensional X-ray was taken. Table 4 shows the minimum number of scans to
be evaluated and the percentage of the canal area visible on each scan.
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Figure 12. The 3D hologram of tooth 15, subjected to endodontic treatment.

Table 4. The minimum number of scans for each root canal is needed to analyze its entire course and
the percentage of the length of the canal visible on the scan, in the case of the treatment of tooth 15.

Type of Root Canal The Number of Shots Needed to
Visualize/Evaluate the Entire Root Canal [pcs.] Length Visibility of r per Picture [%]

Canal buccal 2 56.00; 44.00

Canal palatal 2 62.00; 38.00

3.4. Case 4—The Treatment of Tooth 11

The patient reported a supragingival fracture of tooth 11. The panoramic X-ray shows
the filled canal and the shadow of the periapical lesion and the heterogeneous filling in the
area of the root apex. It was decided to perform CBCT, which revealed the perforation, as
shown in Figure 13. The created 3D model made it possible to assess the course of the track
leading to a false location as well as to the location of perforations, as shown in Figure 14.
It was planned to remove the material up to the point of the beginning of the deviation
from the correct canal curvature. Tools were selected: Munce drills and ultrasonic tips. It
was planned to close the perforation and unblock and fill the apical part of the canal. A
surgery date was set. Table 5 shows the minimum number of scans to be evaluated and the
percentage of the canal area visible on each scan.
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Figure 14. The 3D hologram of tooth 11, subjected to endodontic treatment.

Table 5. The minimum number of scans for each root canal is needed to analyze its entire course and
the percentage of the length of the canal visible on the scan, in the case of the treatment of tooth 11.

Type of Root Canal The Number of Shots Needed to
Visualize/Evaluate the Entire Root Canal [pcs.] Length Visibility of r per Picture [%]

Canal 2 88.00; 12.00

3.5. Case 5—The Treatment of Tooth 46

In this case, the patient was referred for endodontic retreatment of tooth 46 due to
incomplete canals and the presence of a broken instrument in the mesial lingual canal. The
CT scan of the tooth, which was used for the analysis of the root canals in the transverse
plane in the case of tooth 46, is shown in Figure 15. The generated 3D model made it
possible to determine the exact position of the tool concerning the lingual tubercle and
the number of root tissues surrounding the file, as shown in Figure 16. By determining
the location of the proximal end of the broken file, access and visibility in the operating
microscope were obtained. Munce burs and ultrasonic tips were used for access. Thanks to
the precise location provided by the hologram, access was obtained without unnecessary
loss of root tissue, which could lead to perforation or root fracture in the future. The broken
file was removed using a Miller needle as an ultrasonic tip. The canals were developed and
filled with permanent material. This stage of treatment ended with a traditional X-ray. As
in the above cases, the visibility of all root canals in the transverse plane was analyzed on
individual scans, which are presented in Table 6.
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Figure 16. The 3D hologram of tooth 46, subjected to endodontic treatment.

Table 6. The minimum number of scans for each root canal is needed to analyze its entire course and
the percentage of the length of the canal visible on the scan, in the case of the treatment of tooth 11.

Type of Root Canal The Number of Shots Needed to
Visualize/Evaluate the Entire Root Canal [pcs.] Length Visibility of r per Picture [%]

Canal mesial buccal 3 57.00, 22.00, 21.00

Canal mesial lingual 2 43.00, 57.00

Canal distal 3 37.00, 34.00, 29.00

To summarize, in the presented study, we analyzed five CBCT scans, which were
randomly selected from the patient database of the LiderDent medical center. On their
basis, holographic 3D models were created. In the next step, a dentist with many years
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of experience analyzed the CT scans and a week later the same dentist analyzed the 3D
models. Table 7 shows the comparison of the proposed system based on mixed reality with
traditional methods (i.e., CBCT), taking into account the amount of time involved. It turns
out that the use of an MR-based support system saved about 52% (the average number,
taking into account all considered cases) of the dentist’s time. Each root canal was analyzed
separately in the transverse plane. It is not possible to obtain the entire canal curvature in
one scan. Accurate analysis is necessary by moving the plane every 0.1 mm, and in some
cases, it was possible to obtain the entire approximate length of the canal in two scans.
Obtaining an accurate image of the dental canal was possible thanks to the application of
the holograms that provided a three-dimensional picture of the entire canal, and that were
created from CT scans.

Table 7. The comparison of the MR application with the traditional methods in root canal treatments.

Tooth Number CBCT Analysis Time Time to Analyze 3D Models Time Saved When Using MR
Compared to Traditional Methods [%]

17 5 min 50 s 3 min 28s 40.57

16 4 min 13 s 2 min 15 s 46.46

15 3 min 40 s 1 min 10 s 54.83

11 2 min 35 s 43 s 72.25

46 4 min 55 s 2 min 38 s 46.44

In the first case, the analysis of 3D holograms made it possible to open the distal buccal
canal. In the second case, the MR-based solutions facilitated the location of four canal
orifices, the selection of appropriate tools, and the path of their insertion into the canals,
which allowed to avoid complications in the form of file breakage with significant canal
curvatures. In the third case, the 3D holograms of tooth 15 made it possible to determine
the junction of the two canals, while another 3D hologram of tooth 11 shows the extent of
the perforation, its location concerning the reference point, and its location in the root wall.
In the last case, the proposed approach allowed us to determine the location of the broken
file and the number of surrounding tissues. Appropriate access was obtained without
unnecessary loss of root tissue, which could result in perforation.

4. Discussion

The traditional methods of endodontic treatment are closely related to the dentist’s
experience, while insufficient experience can easily lead to misdiagnosis or unsuccessful
endodontic treatment outcomes. The visual limitations of 2D imaging cause errors and
inaccuracies in the location of root canals, which is one of the main factors affecting the
effectiveness of treatment [30]. Such limitations can lead to complications during treatment
in the form of sudden, unexpected breakage of rotary instruments or perforation triggering
an incorrect understanding of the anatomy [31]. Anatomy analysis in three dimensions is
a breakthrough in the clinical approach aimed at improving safety through appropriate
treatment planning and selection of tools [32].

Here, immersive technologies create a huge opportunity to increase the efficiency of
endodontic treatments, while it enables the identification of all root canal orifices with
high accuracy, focusing on the first stage of endodontic treatment: opening the tooth
chamber [33–35]. The potential use of AR to avoid random errors when accessing the
bottom of the tooth chamber has been evaluated in several studies [33,35]. The results of
their research show that this new technology provides dentists with useful information that
facilitates the procedure. Mahrous et al. concentrated on the analysis of endodontic access
to cavities, in terms of accuracy, using both the application of AR-based techniques and
conventional techniques [36]. It turns out that the use of AR enables the achievement of
higher accuracy of endodontic access to cavities. In the paper by Aichert et al., AR was used
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to determine the position of the maxilla and mandible based on computed tomography [37],
while in the paper by Bruellmann et al., AR was applied to the detection of the canal’s
orifices [32]. In the preliminary study by Mladenovic et al., VR was applied to the en-
dodontic curriculum concerning root canal anatomy [21]. It presented a computer-assisted
learning (CAL) approach for third-year undergraduate students. A survey was conducted
in which students’ opinions regarding the recognition of anatomical features of the canals
using VR and the use of two-dimensional radiographs and CBCT data were examined. It
turns out that both methodologies gave similar results in terms of understanding the topic
and the student’s ability to use the acquired knowledge. Moreover, it shows a positive
approach of dental students to the application of immersion technologies in education.
Virtual reality was also applied as a complementary method to endodontics training on
mannequins [38]. It turns out that it helps improve the fine motor skills of the students.
Moreover, AR/VR/MR applications in dental education provide material savings and
enable the practice of dental procedures on computer models [39]. The potential of VR
in virtual surgical planning, especially in oral and maxillofacial reconstruction, has been
shown in several studies [40–42]. It has the potential to reduce the shortcoming of pre-
operative medical imaging due to visuospatial vision. Another interesting solution is the
application of virtual reality to reduce the level of stress associated with visiting the dentist,
in particular in the case of children, by distracting the patient [43].

It is known that 3D visualization helps to understand complex tasks or provides a
more in-depth picture of the situation. For example, to create the preclinical endodontics
system, the combination of surface scanners and Dental Align software [44] is useful.
Three-dimensional visualization, namely MR, was also applied in the case of mesiodens
extraction [45]. The holograms of the jaw, which are based on CT data, were shared with
three jaw surgeons before the operation.

Prior to starting endodontic treatment, it is necessary to conduct a thorough diagnosis
to assess the anatomy of the tooth and the condition of the periapical tissues. In addition
to the intraoral examination and history taking, an X-ray examination is necessary to
make a proper diagnosis and to plan treatment. A two-dimensional X-ray is not always
sufficient. Especially in the case of re-treatment, cone-beam computed tomography has a
greater diagnostic value. Thus, this paper evaluated the application of mixed reality for
root canal treatments due to its complex nature. The created 3D model, which is shown
in Figure 8, is helpful at the first stage of treatment when locating canal orifices. Thanks
to the visible curvature of the roots, dentists can choose tools that will be able to bend at
the right angle around the root tip. In the case of hand and nickel-titanium rotary files, it
is possible to bend the tip of the tool at an appropriate angle. Thanks to the possibility of
the simultaneous assessment of canal curvatures in all planes, it is also possible to choose
the right file insertion path for each canal. The results obtained show that the analysis of
3D holograms takes about 52% less time than the analysis of computed tomography scans.
The significant advantage of the proposed approach is the fact that in one image, the entire
tooth and the anatomy of its canals are visible, while the CBCT is not able to provide the
entire internal structure of the tooth at the same time.

Moreover, the application of immersive technologies has one real disadvantage, which
is a large financial outlay [46]. At the moment, the limitation is also caused by small
datasets in the case of VR/AR/MR applications for teaching future medical staff and young
doctors, especially in dentistry [47]. Other limitations may be connected with the fact that
dentists must have at least basic knowledge of the VR/AR/MR tools and their software.
Staying in virtual reality for a long time can also have health consequences, including loss
of concentration, neck pain, and headaches or dizziness [48]. In turn, the case of virtual
reality applications, as a tool to help reduce the fear of dental procedures, has limitations
in behavioral management [38,49]. The immersive technology does not prevent the users
from hearing sounds associated with dental treatment, which can also cause fear and
anxiety [50].
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5. Conclusions

To summarize, the MR-based solution proposed can be successfully used as a support
system for root canals at the bottom of the pulp chamber. It provides the possibility to
analyze all root canals simultaneously in three planes, and the time needed for diagnosis
and treatment planning is significantly reduced. The huge advantages of the proposed
approach are the ability to select files in the case of significantly curved canals. Moreover,
thanks to 3D holograms that show the curvature of the canals in the mesial-distal and
buccal-lingual dimensions, the path of insertion of the tool can be determined. In the
case of the assessment of CT scans, it requires a precise analysis of each plane and, as it
were, creating a path of the root canal in the imagination. This step can be difficult for
less experienced dentists. Since the MR-based tool proposed provides a more accurate
visualization of the entire canal, it increases the effectiveness of treatment by reducing errors
resulting from the imprecise diagnostics of 2D images. It also contributes to more data than
CT scans, and this technology can contribute to reducing the number of iatrogenic errors
and complications associated with root canal treatment. Thus, immersive technologies can
be an efficient alternative approach to traditional methods in dental practices.

Dental support using the HoloLens is characterized by being hands-free, and it enables
the projection of clinical data. MR dentist support with superimposed holographic images
enables confirmation of the 3D position and anatomical morphology of the presented
teeth, which is expected to improve surgical safety and reduce postoperative complications.
Dental procedures using HoloLens 2 have been reported for impacted teeth extraction. It
is expected to be applied in dental offices and hospitals in the future. It is important to
perform preoperative CBCT visualization to determine the 3D position of the teeth and to
decide upon the approach for the procedure. However, direct, intraoperative verification in
3D with HoloLens support is the field of future expertise that is feasible to avoid mistakes
during the procedures. Various intraoperative techniques for monitoring dental procedures
will allow for the assessment of the anatomy of the teeth as well as cranial and peripheral
nerves during the procedure. They are extremely valuable in detecting and preventing
neurological injuries. Intraoperative monitoring is now becoming part of standard medical
practice and is routinely used in many surgical procedures, including dental surgery. The
use of a wide range of imaging is supported by 3D technology and immersion technologies,
each of which has a unique application and can be used together in the same surgery, which
can lead to better patient outcomes. As the benefits of monitoring become apparent, the
use of various monitoring techniques during dedicated surgery has expanded. This article
shows the concept of different 3D data visualizations supported by mixed reality methods
that can be used for advanced intraoperative monitoring. The role of the multidisciplinary
team in evaluating and improving patient care in providing high-quality perioperative care
to detect and prevent possible deficiencies should be emphasized.

Moreover, the essential limitation for the mass use of this technology in dental offices,
in particular private dental practices, may be connected with the financial outlay necessary
to incur hardware and software.
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